
 
Reading and Writing Across the Year in Second Grade 

A Sampling of Units of Study 
 

Reading Workshop Writing Workshop 
Second Grade Reading Growth Spurt  

The truth is that second grade is a year when kids’ newfound 
reading powers allow them to do powerful new things as 
readers, and above all, their reading skills allow them to 
think. Whereas first-graders are often consumed with reading 
the words, by second grade, children need to do some 
serious thinking about books.  Many second-graders begin 
the year reading Henry and Mudge and leave reading Magic 
Tree House books. The move from a “little-kid” focus on print 
to a “big-kid” focus on meaning is a challenging one, and yet 
it is necessary if children are to develop into avid readers. 
This unit is written to create the mindset that will allow them 
to rally around the hard work of outgrowing themselves as 
readers. 

Lessons from the Masters: Improving Narrative Craft  
 
In this unit, students study the works of two master 
storytellers, authors Angela Johnson and Jane Yolen in 
order to help themselves become better story writers. 
Second grade teachers help their writers imagine the goals 
for their own writing and to position themselves to be 
thoughtful 
writers—ones who write with intent about stories and topics 
that matter to them. Across the unit, students will learn 
strategies for describing what they see, feel, hear, and 
experience in their narratives; for establishing a clear setting 
and situation; for spotlighting a strong feeling, a beautiful 
image, and more. 

Becoming Experts: Reading Nonfiction  

There is research that suggests that first-grade students only 
read nonfiction for 3.6 minutes a day. Chances are that most 
second-graders don’t get much more access to nonfiction 
than that. So this unit puts our students on the cutting edge 
of primary language arts instruction. As adults, think of how 
much of the reading you do in your life is nonfiction: 
restaurant reviews, websites, magazines, biographies, 
high-interest nonfiction books, teaching guides, maps, travel 
books. This unit invites children into all of that. Meanwhile, 
think of the topics that kids have yet to explore. For most 
students, books about other nations or volcanoes or 
Congress will open whole new horizons. By teaching kids to 
read nonfiction, you teach them to explore and to construct 
for themselves a knowledge of the world. It’s a big world out 
there! 

The How-to Guide for Nonfiction Writing 
 
This welcomes second graders into the world of nonfiction 
writing. Youngsters learn that they can take anything they 
know a lot about—soccer, an ice cream shop, 
ladybugs—and write in ways that teach their readers about 
the topic. The unit helps second graders feel that puffed-up 
pride of being an expert and taps into their eagerness to 
show and tell by channeling them to write with details and to 
practice the craft of nonfiction writing.  
 
In this unit, students learn to:  

● Write about areas of expertise  
● Read published texts to study nonfiction writing 

skills 
● Elaborate  
● Write for readers, anticipating their questions and 

hooking their interest 
● Experiment with different kinds of nonfiction writing 

Studying Characters and Their Stories  
 
Many second-graders will be reading early chapter books 
and longer stories whose characters display distinct traits, 
feelings, and wants, and whose storylines introduce and then 
resolve some sort of trouble. Readers need to keep track of 
more pages as they read, and the vocabulary they encounter 
is more complex. Students learn to understand books at 
higher levels of comprehension, and to practice higher level 
thinking with more independence than ever before.  
 

Writing Gripping Fictional Stories with Meaning and 
Significance   
 
While teaching fiction, this unit helps writers develop story 
structure, emphasizing that a good story contains just a 
well-developed scene or two and that a good story is written 
in a way that builds gripping tension. Second grade writers 
learn to capture characters’ wants and motivations and to 
balance that with the obstacles characters face, thereby 
creating “edge of the seat” stories for their readers. 



Bigger Books Mean Amping Up Reading Power 
 
Throughout this unit, teachers rally readers around the idea 
that research scientists have been studying second grade 
readers, and those scientists have found some critically 
important things about second grade readers. Teachers say, 
at the start of the unit, “Readers, you know how there are 
scientists who study bees, and there are scientists who study 
hurricanes. Well, there are also scientists who study 
READING. There are professors of reading, and to study 
reading they go into classrooms just like ours, with their 
clipboards and their pens behind their ears, and they watch 
and listen to kids reading.”  They go on to say that these 
research scientists have found that second grade is a time 
for readers to experience an enormous growth spurt.  

Poetry: Big Thoughts, Small Packages  
 
This unit helps writers think carefully about their message 
and about how to express it. There is a lot of focus on rich 
language. First, students will learn that poets are sparked by 
objects and feelings that translate to words on the page. 
They’ll experiment with sound, line breaks and more. Next, 
students learn to really tune in to the choice and 
placement of words, including figurative language. As 
students become more attuned to meaning through the 
study and writing of poems, they will learn to explore various 
natural structures of poems. 
 

Reading Nonfiction Cover to Cover: Nonfiction Book 
Clubs  
 
In this unit, readers use their “amped up” reading power to 
read nonfiction books and to talk and write among small 
groups of peers. 

Lab Reports and Science Books  
 
This unit aims to teach students more about informational 
writing, and specifically about the kinds of informational 
writing scientists are apt to do. Students are taught not only 
about writing but also about force and motion and about the 
scientific method. Students will often divide their time 
between engaging in experiments and writing like 
scientists. During the final portion of the unit, children will 
write information books in which they aim to teach others 
what they have just learned. In this unit, we see that writing 
can be used to accelerate and reveal learning. 

Series Book Clubs  
 
As a book series becomes more familiar to your children, 
their thinking will become bolder and more insightful. Further, 
across this unit, students will become far more adept at the 
foundational skills upon which all fiction readers rely: 
previewing, envisionment, prediction, monitoring for sense, 
inferring, and understanding characters and other story 
elements. Toward the end of the unit, they’ll be challenged to 
take on even higher level intellectual work, such as 
comparing and contrasting.  
 
Students are not only supported by the fact that they are 
reading within a series, they also are working within 
supportive social structures. This unit channels students to 
work in both partnerships and, much to their delight, book 
clubs. 

Writing about Reading 
 
After all the work students have done over the course of the 
year, they are ready for this important unit.  The work your 
readers/writers/thinkers are doing now is designed to 
support their work for the years ahead. 
 
The goals of this unit are important ones. Children learn to 
state clear opinions about the books they read and to 
support these ideas with text evidence—work that is at the 
forefront of the list of expectations for writers as they move 
on to third grade and beyond. Students begin this unit with 
writing letters about books they’ve read, expressing 
opinions and supporting those opinions with examples from 
their texts. Later, as the unit progresses, students will learn 
about the various aspects of a book they can study (and 
form opinions about), ways in which to support those ideas, 
how to organize their writing with paragraphs or page 
breaks, and how to cite evidence and use quotations as 
they write. 
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